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Let G be an undirected m-connected graph, (~1, . . . , IJ,} its different vertices, {VI, . . . . V,} a 
partition of V(G), Ui E V, and G( K/i) connected for i = 1, . . , m. If 1 VI I> 1, then there exists a par- 
tition {F’;,...,VAl of V(G) such that IV{l=jVll-l, ]~‘I=]~] for i=2,...,m-1, i’,Cvh, 
D,E V,’ and G( fi’) is connected for i= 1, . . ..m. An algorithm for such described transfering of 
vertices is given. 
1. Introduction 
More than ten years ago at the Combinatorial Conference in Aberdeen Frank [l] 
raised the following 
1.1. Conjecture. Let G be an undirected m-connected graph, (u,, . . . , v,} its dif- 
ferent vertices and {n,, . . . , n,} bepositive integers uch that Ci=l,.,,,m ni= 1 V(G)/. 
Then there is a partition { V,, . . . , V,} of V(G) such that Ui E 5, j b$j = ni and G(F) 
is connected, i = 1, . . . , m. 
A weaker version of this conjecture was also formulated on the same conference 
by Maurer [6]. Gyliri [2] and Lov&z [5] have independently proved this conjecture. 
Lo&z applied topological methods while Gyari used concepts of the graph theory 
only. 
Essentially, Gy&i [2] proved the following 
1.2. Theorem. Let G be an undirected m-connected graph and { vl, . . . , v,} its dif- 
ferent vertices. Suppose that we have a partition {V,, . . . , V,, S} of V(G) such that 
S#0, vi E 5, and G(V.) is connectedfor i= 1, . . . , m. Then there is another partition 
{ 6, a. * , VA,, S’} of V(G) such that UiE V,‘, G( V,‘) is connected, i= 1, . . . , m, and 
IVhj=lV,l+l, j~‘l=l~l forj=l,...,m-1. 
A generalization of this theorem, as well as a short proof of it, was presented at 
the Combinatorial Analysis Conference in Pokrzywna 1985 by Idzik [4]. In this 
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paper an improved version of the proof of the generalized theorem and an algorithm 
for transfering of vertices in the m-connected graph is given. 
2. The main theorem 
By a graph we mean a finite undirected graph without loops and multiple edges. 
If G is a graph, then by V(G) and E(G) we denote the vertex set and the edge set 
of G, respectively. For WC V(G), G(W) denotes the subgraph of G induced by W. 
A graph G is m-connected if ( V(G)( >m > 1 and for every WC V(G), 15 [ W[ cm, 
the graph G(V\ W) is connected (G is l-connected if it is connected). We assume 
1 V(G)\ = n, for some n E N (Ihl denotes the set of positive integers). 
Now, let us formulate the main 
2.1. Theorem [4, Theorem 2.51. Let G be an m-connected graph, {vy, .. . , vz} its 
different vertices, { Vy, . . . , Vj} a partition of V(G) (i.e., lJj= ,, ,,_, m vi0 = V(G) and 
~~n~“=Ofori#j), v~~~~andG(~~)connected;i,j=l,...,m. If JVyj>l, then 
there exists a partition { Vy’, . . . , Vi’} of V(G) such that iV~‘i =[ Vy[ -1, 
IV,“\=lVj@ for i=2,...,m-1, ViCVE, v~EF” and thegraph G(V,“) is con- 
nected, i= 1, ,.., m. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that (vi”, v$ E,!?(G) for i#j and 
i,j= 1 , . . . . m. For every iE (1, . . . . m - I), we choose any co E Vi0 such that there ex- 
ists do, Vi, (cp, d:) E&G) and the number of vertices of G(V,‘\ {cp}) which do 
not belong to the component containing VP (we denote the set of these vertices by 
WF) is minimal. It may happen that cg = v: or WF=0. Let us denote W”= 
Ui=l,...,m-l ’ d W, an assume 1 W” j = k. For 1 W” / = 0 the theorem is obvious. Let us 
assume that our theorem is true for all mO-connected graphs with I W”I c k and 
m’lm. 
Case 1. First, we consider the case cy # vy . If Wy=0, then we join cy to Vi and we 
are done. If Wy#0, then we put vy’ = cg, Viol = Wjo U {cp} for i = 1, . . . , m - 1, 
uoi zz uo V$=V~Uu;=,,.. ,,,_* (V”\(W~U(c~})) and apply the induction 
hTpoth%s to the graphs G(l/;b’), i= 1, . . ..m (icy, . . ..ci_.} does not disconnect G, 
thus ( W”’ ( < 1 W”( = k, and we may assume W”’ C W’). There exist v E W”, 
jE{l,..., m-l}, WjE q”\(WjoU {c;}) such that (v, w~)EE(G) (thus c~“#v;!), and 
a partition { Vy2, .. . , Vi? 1} of the set (Ui= i, ,,,, m_ 1 (Wi’ U {c~})) \ {v} such that 
\VyJ=(Wyl, 11/io2/=1WF(+1 fori=2,..., m - 1, cp E Vio2 and the graph G(Vjo2) is 
connected for i= 1 ,...,m-1. Then new graphs G(V,03), where Vjo3={v}U yo2U 
(~“\(W~U{c~})), Vo3=Vo2U(I/io\(W~U{c~})) for i=l,...,m-1 and i#j, are 
connected. Ifj=l, IVo3/=(V!/ for i=l,...,m-1 and if j#l, iV~3/=(V(:I-1, 
I~031=I~oI+l, 1Q031=11/ioI fori=2,..., m - 1 and i # j. Let us consider the situa- 
tion:vi=vjO, V~=F$03,vj=v~, I//‘=l/p3,v~=v~, I/,‘=yo3fori=2 ,..., m-l,i#j, 
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and u1 = L$ , VA = Vt . We have c: # uy, and observe that we are at the starting 
point zith ) W’ 1 I ( W”( - 1. Thus we can apply the induction hypothesis once 
more to finish the proof. 
Case 2. If cy=uy, then P={uy ,..., uz_i ) does not disconnect G and there is a se- 
quence of distinct numbers ri, . . . , rl, rl = 1, rl= m, 1 E (3, . . . , m) and vertices 
{a,, b,) c Vry such that (a,,,b,+,) EE(G(V(G) \ P)) for i= 1, . . . , m - 1. We start 
from the Vz = Ui=L,,,,, Vry situation and apply the induction hypothesis and Case 
1 to transfer, in a finite number of steps (less then I), a vertex from the set Vy to 
the set Vi to fulfil our assertion. 0 
In a new proof of Theorem 1.2, Gyori [3] suggested an exponential algorithm for 
finding a partition of the vertex set of an m-connected graph, which induces con- 
nected subgraphs described in Conjecture 1.1. 
He asked for any polynomial algorithm [3, Problem I]. 
Below, we present an algorithm, which realizes transfering of vertices described 
in Theorem 2.1. 
However our algorithm is also exponential. Thus Problem 1, posed by Gyiiri [3] 
on the Third Czechoslovak Symposium on Graph Theory held in Prague 1982, re- 
mains open. 
3. An algorithm 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 given above implies an algorithm of transfering of ver- 
tices in an m-connected graph, from one connected subgraph to another one. 
To formulate the main algorithm we need to solve the following problem: 
Let G be a connected graph, WE V(G) and PC V(G). We define a function 
c;: P-+tN: 
c:(u) = max{ ) W ) : WC V(G) \ {u}, W has not a common vertex with 
the component of G(V(G) \ {u}) which contains w}. 
3.1. Proposition. c:(v) = 0 if and only if there is v E V and v is not the cut vertex 
of G. 
3.2. Problem. Find a vertex u E P realizing the minimum of the function cg on the 
set V. 
3.3. Algorithm (solving Problem 3.2). If P= (w}, then w is realizing the minimum 
of cz. Let P# (w}, v E t and vf w. For the subgraph defined by vertices V(G) \ 
{ IJ}, we apply Tarjan’s DFS [7] to find the number of vertices in the component con- 
taining w. The vertex u E P for which the number of vertices in the component con- 
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taining w is maximal realizes the minimum of the function cc” on the set P. 
Complexity of this algorithm is O(( PI(I V(G)( + /E(G)/)). 
3.4. Algorithm (for transfering vertices in the m-connected graph; Theorem 2.1, 
Case 1). Analogously as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we assume (uy, uj) E E(G) for 
i+j and i,j=l,..., m. 
Step A. For G, { uy, . . . , I&}, { Vy, . . . , Vi} described in Theorem 2.1 and for every 
ie (1, . . . . m - l}, let vi0 C Vi0 denote those Xi E Vi0 such that there exists yi E Vi and 
(xi,yi) EE(G). By our assumption q!#0. Thus apply Algorithm 3.3 to find cg 
realizing the minimum of the function c$(~ o on the set 5;:“. Denote the vertices of ) 
G(&‘- {cp]) which do not belong to the component containing up by W! and 
w”=Ui=~,.,.,*-l WF. Assume ( W”l =k (Osksn-m). 
Step 11. If W, = 0, then join cp to Vi, end. 
Step 12. If W,#0, then put up’=cp, qer= WioU{cp} for i=l,...,m-1, 
01 u, =u;, V,f = ViU Ui=1,..,,m_l (~“\(W~U {c~})) and apply the induction 
hypothesis to the graphs G(V,“), i=l,..., m, to define UE W”, je(l,..., m-l>, 
Wj E Vjo \ (Wj’ U {CT}) such that (u, Wj) E E(G) (observe cJ! # U; !) and a partition 
{VY, . . . . Vj’%r} ofthe set (Ui=,,,,,,,_, (W~U{C~}))\{U} such that IV~I=\W~(, 
/T/io2/=1WF/+l fori=2,... , m - 1, cp E Vio2 and the graph G(Vio2) is connected for 
i=l,2 ,..., m-l. 
Step 13. The new graphs G(vio3), where 5” = (u} U 5” U (q”\ (WYU {CT})), 
l/io3 = l/O2 U (5’ \ (WF U { cp})) for i # j and i = 1, . . . , m - 1, are connected. Consider 
the situation: 
v; = v;, 
v’ = VP3 
i#j, i=2 ,..., m-l, 
1 J ’ 
v;=v;, v; = vi. 
Observe that cy # uy , and we are at the starting point with / W’ 1 I 1 W” ( - 1. 
4. Complexity 
We mentioned that the complexity of Algorithm 3.3 is 0(n3). Thus the complexi- 
ty of Step A in Algorithm 3.4 is also 0(n3). 
For m = 2, if we apply Step A, we always have ) W”l = 0. In this case the com- 
plexity of Algorithm 3.4 is O(n3). 
Let us denote by t(k, m, n) the complexity of Algorithm 3.4 for an m-connected 
graph G with n vertices and the 1 W” 1 = k situation. We have 
t(k, m, n) 5 cm(n - m)n(n + 3) + 2t(k - 1, m, n) 
for some constant c, t(0, m, n) = 1 and k = 1,2, . . . . In Case 2 we apply the algorithm 
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for Case 1 at most m times. Thus we can transfer vertices in the m-connected graph 
as it is described by Theorem 2.1. 
Now, we can apply the algorithm realizing the situation described in Theorem 2.1 
at most (n -m) times for finding a partition of the vertex set of an m-connected 
graph, which induces connected subgraphs described in Conjecture 1.1. However, 
the complexity of this algorithm is exponential. 
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